Metrics Champion Consortium (MCC) — a trusted partner in the clinical trials industry — identifies what to measure and how to assess the critical components of what is changing and how the industry is responding to address the changes to make improvements. MCC continually brings new insights into the leading trends within the industry.

Mission

Founded in 2006, MCC is the leading industry association dedicated to the development of standardized performance metrics to improve clinical trials. MCC provides the collaborative environment for biopharmaceutical and device sponsors, service providers, and sites to improve clinical trial development through the use of MCC standardized performance metrics. Based on MCC membership requests, MCC has built a benchmarking database and reporting tool for use with its metrics portfolio. Members who choose to participate in the MCC Benchmarking Database can load in their own MCC metrics data, track their own performance over time, and compare their data to aggregated, anonymized data from their peers.
Consortium History

2006: MCC founded

Financing

Funding is provided by membership fees.

Links/Social Media Feed

Homepage: http://metricschampion.org/
Twitter: @MCCMetrics
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/3255370?trk=tyah

Sponsors & Partners

10 Winthrop Square, 5th Floor
Boston, MA 02110
phone: 317-622-0266
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